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EDUCATIONFORUM THE EARLY YEARS



Preschool Program Improves Cognitive Control



Cognitive control skills important for success in school and life are amenable to improvement in at-risk preschoolers without costly interventions.



xecutive functions (EFs), also called cognitive control, are critical for success in school and life. Although EF skills are rarely taught, they can be. The Tools of the Mind (Tools) curriculum improves EFs in preschoolers in regular classrooms with regular teachers at minimal expense. Core EF skills are (i) inhibitory control (resisting habits, temptations, or distractions), (ii) working memory (mentally holding and using information), and (iii) cognitive flexibility (adjusting to change) (1, 2).



their second year of preschool (average age: 5.1 years in both) who received dBL or Tools for 1 or 2 years. Those who entered in year 2 had attended other preschools for a year. All came from the same neighborhood and were randomly assigned to Tools or dBL with no self-selection into either curriculum. All came from low-income families; 78% with yearly income [email protected]
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agreed to randomly assign teachers and children to these two curricula. Our study included 18 classrooms initially and added 3 more per condition the next year. Quality standards were set by the state. All classrooms received exactly the same resources and the same amounts of teacher training and support (2). Stratified random assign-
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EDUCATIONFORUM Tools accounted for more variance in EFs than did age or gender and remained significant when we controlled for those. These findings of superior scores by Tools children compared with closely matched peers on objective, neurocognitive EF measures are consistent with teachers’observations (24). Although play is often thought frivolous, it may be essential. Tools uses mature, dramatic



Correct Responses (%)



Children Passing Pretest (%)



Results We report accuracy rather than speed because, for 90 60 young children, accuracy is the more sensitive mea80 50 sure (23). We conducted multiple regression analy70 40 ses with age, gender, curriculum, and years in cur60 30 riculum as independent variables. Interaction terms 50 were insignificant and were 20 dropped. On Dots-Congru40 ent, which had minimal 10 EF demands, children performed similarly regard30 less of curriculum, year Dots-Incong. Flanker Rev. Flanker Dots-Mixed in a curriculum, or gender, Demands EF More Demanding of EF though older children performed better. Tools children (blue) performed better on measures of EF than dBL When an inhibition de- children (red) did. (A) The dependent measure is percentage of correct mand was added (Dots- responses. Dots-Incongruent, Flanker, and Reverse Flanker tasks are Incongruent), Tools children described in the text. (B) The dependent measure is percentage of children significantly outperformed passing the pretest for this task. Statistics are reported in the SOM (2). dBL children (see the figure, left of above). Dots-Mixed taxed all three EF play to help improve EFs. Yet preschools are skills and was too difficult for most dBL under pressure to limit play. children: Almost twice as many Tools as dBL If, throughout the school day, EFs are children achieved >75% correct on training supported and progressively challenged, trials (see the figure, right of above). benefits generalize and transfer to new Our Flanker task, like Dots-Incongruent, activities. Daily EF “exercise” appears to taxed inhibition (with minimal memory or enhance EF development much as physical flexibility demands). Tools children signifi- exercise builds bodies (2). cantly outperformed dBL children (figure The more EF-demanding the task, the above). On Reverse Flanker, dBL children more highly it correlated with academic performed near chance (65% correct), but measures. Superior academic performance Tools children averaged 84% correct (see has been found for Tools children in other figure, above). Thus, the most demanding schools and states, with other teachers and Dots and Flanker conditions showed the comparison curricula (24, 25). EFs [espelargest effects; those effects are socially sig- cially self-discipline (inhibition)] predict and nificant because they are sizeable. account for unique variance in academic outTasks that were more demanding of EFs comes independent of and more robustly than correlated more strongly with standardized does IQ (2, 3, 26). academic measures. For example, “Get Ready Tools successfully moves children with to Read” scores correlated 0.05, 0.32, and poor EFs to a more optimal state. It is not 0.42 with Dots-Congruent, -Incongruent, known how much it would help children who and -Mixed, respectively (2). begin with better EFs. No study is perfect, and ours is no excepConclusions tion. Before and after measures of EFs, as well Some think preschool is too early to try to as academic measures in dBL children, would improve EFs. Yet it can be done. EFs can be have strengthened it. Strengths include ranimproved in 4- to 5-year-olds in regular public dom assignment and use of objective measschool classes with regular teachers. Being in ures. No authors or testers had a stake in either
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mindsets and attentional focus. The rules were still “press right for ∆ and left for ❍.” Again, children were encouraged to take their time and not to rush. Independently, NIEER administered academic measures to Tools children only. These are described in (2).
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